College Park boosts safety

ICE campaign will help students avoid danger or accidents

ELAINE RODRIGUEZ

As much as people try to stay safe, accidents and emergencies can happen. Whether it’s getting timely
information critical. This is why a recent campaign was started in 2005 to try to encourage people to
enter an emergency contact number in their cell phone’s contact list under the heading ICE (In Case of Emergency).

The idea is from East Australian Ambulance Service paramedic Bob Bradby. By entering the acronym
ICE into the cell phone’s contact list, users can save the name and number of someone who should be con­tacted for an emergency situation. His idea was launched in May of this year.

“I was reflecting on some of the calls I’ve attended in the studio where I had to look through the
patient’s phone contacts searching for information on a shocked or injured person.” Bradby said in a
recent article. “Almost everyone carries
a mobile phone now, and, with
ICE, we’d know immediately who to contact and what numbers to try. The person may even own their of that person’s mobile phone.”

Kathy Grim, vice president of marketing for College Park Communities, couldn’t agree more.

“I launched the ICE advice on a morning television show and did
some additional research online,” she said. “I thought it would be beneficial for students and I sent out
notices to the different College Park properties.

College Park Communities offers student housing to several universi­ties from coast-to-coast, such as
Pogusla Landings, Pogo Pointe and Pogu Columbia located on Plains Trail.

“I heard the information to be helpful to students” Grim said. “It can save minutes and lives.”

The goal of the ICE advice is to help the校区 students who daily find a contact person, which could be crucial in a life or death emergency.

“It sounds like a good idea, and I don’t see anything being wrong with it,” said Officer Jeaninne Ensor, community relations officer of the UCF Public Safety and Police Department. “If something were to go wrong, then Rousseau services would have the information they need. It’s a good idea and would be beneficial.”

Since the ICE advice is a fairly new campaign, not too many people

Student Health Services has Plan B

While the Food and Drug Administration remains in political limbo over the Plan B pill, which can prevent pregnancy after unprotected sex or contraceptive failure, UCF’s Student Health Services already has a plan.

The pharmacy in Student Health Services “will have Plan B if it ever comes over,” said Kenne Yerkes, an advanced registered nurse practitioner at the clinic, via e-mail.

Plan B, an emergency contraception called “the morning-after pill,” is currently available with a prescription. A pre­scription can be obtained from a doctor or nurse practitioner at the SFS building. Yerkes said.

Plan B is to be EMW, which is a chemical abortion pill. Plan B is available over-the-counter in
Canadian provinces, according to an article published by WONIC on May 3, 2004. Several states have
passed legal loopholes and made the pill available over-the-counter depending on the FDA’s ruling, according to
an (Orlando Sentinel article, Florida has not done this yet.

Students requesting Plan B will be given an appointment, “as soon as it is available,” Yerkes said.
Plan B must taken within 72 hours of unprotected sex or contraceptive failure, but it is most effective within
the first 24 hours.

SFS is training nurses to screen patients for Plan B use. “In order to expedite the service to patients,” said Ms. Michael Delchen, associate clinical director at Student
Health Services.

Regina Oliver, a 30-year-old student major, said that when she requested Plan B, workers at SFS were “really inflexible” and that they “didn’t seem to really care.”

Other schools have begun to try to find Plan B was “probably the most dangerous point of the adult life”

Oliver immediately began trying to find Plan B after a condom broke during sex. She carried an Emer­gency Contraceptive Hollande card and began trying to find a doctor or pharmacy that would provide the drug. She could not find one that was within her optimum time frame.

She then tried Student Health Services. It was over the summer and she wasn’t signed up for classes. She was scheduled to meet with a psychology professor that day for an override code. She brought an e-mail from the profes­sor in to SFS, but it wasn’t enough to waive the fee for non-students. SFS recommended she check back the next day when she would be in the computer as a student, Oliver said.

“Realistically, because the med­

Late Knights keeping it real in Fall semester finale

Alcohol-alternative event hosting mock versions of TV shows

RENEE FOLEY

Tomorrow night, Late Knights will host its third event for the fall semester, which focuses on a theme inspired by television shows such as The
American Idol and The Amazing Race in which students compete to attend.

Part of the Office of Student Affairs, Late Knights is an organi­zation on campus that promotes an

Late Knights student director Brian Hicks says, “For the event, we will have a lot of events for student participa­tion.” Hicks oversees the Late Knights Defensive Board, ensuring everything is completed on time and to help develop fellow directors on board.

“There is no need to worry about being hungry during the event. Late Knights food director Jeremy Cheeks

Bike Stand

UCF students on wheels take advantage of cooler weather

JENNIFER ANDREWS

Whether it is a result of the temperate climate of Florida, the difficulty in locat­ing parking spots on campus, or the fluctuating gasoline prices, many students at UCF leave their keys at home and choose not to bike to campus.

Some students find that cycling to campus makes them feel better than either driving or taking the shuttle.

“If I need to get to campus in a hurry, biking is the best way,” said Joshua Johnson, a UCF student and avid cyclist. “It takes me about 10 minutes to get from the entry of my apartment building to my seat in class. Including a stop to the restroom to dry off before class.”

Other students reap the benefits of cycling and save money by not hav­ing to buy gasoline or drugs.

Robert Matheson, 2L, is a UCF student who bikes to school occasionally. “The esti­mate is that by biking regularly you can go almost three and a half weeks without having to fill up her car.”

Late Knights part of effort to increase student involvement, has a lot of events for student participa­tion” Hicks oversees the Late Knights Defensive Board, ensuring everything is completed on time and to help develop fellow directors on board.

“There is no need to worry about being hungry during the event. Late Knights food director Jeremy Cheeks
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Get dressed for graduation day
Students can pick up pre-ordered regalia and graduation tickets beginning March 14 at the UCF Bookstore. A bulk order of gowns and gowns has been ordered for students who were unable to pre-order theirs.

For more information, call the UCF Bookstore at 407-823-6065.

Real romance on the very cheap
The Sweethearts of Valentine's Day, "Miss America 1990" Danielle Barcelo,Corner将于星期四晚上6点出现在奥兰多市中心的Pegasus Ballroom. There will be a $2,000 American Express Giveaway from the Love of Country music. There will be video features by South Florida's own Paul Walker, star of the hit dummer and dancing. Ticket prices are $20 for adults and $13 for seniors. Formal attire is requested.

For more information, call Harold Best at 407-794-3054.

Montevallo professors
The Montevallo Design Club will hold its annual fall festival at 7 p.m. Thursday, March 8, in the Live Oak Room of the Student Center. The show will feature the work of 48 students and is free and open to the public.

Visit Late Knights once more
Late Knights will hold its final event of the semester at 9 p.m. Friday in the Student Center. As part of the Potluck, 10 tickets to the UCF last game will be given out in a trivia contest. There will be a free midnight breakfast, a chance to win a UCF basketball season ticket, a Texas Hold'em Tournament, and the chance to play a fun game called Jack Locker.

For more information, call Brian Hicks at 407-823-6471.

Watch some sad badminton
Students who enjoy badminton are single challenge will be held in the Student Union Room at 6 p.m. Wednesday. The more information, call Aded Bhans at 407-829-6044.

LOCAL WEATHER

TODAY
High: 67° Low: 43°

Friday
High: 66° Low: 43°

Saturday
High: 73° Low: 50°

Sunday
High: 67° Low: 43°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Tell the weather today, or call 407-823-5555 for a weather forecast.

The UCF theatre department's dance minor is in full swing. The first-ever badminton tournament is slated to begin at 7 p.m. Wednesday. The more information, call Aded Bhans at 407-829-6044.

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear from you if you have a club or interest group that wants your information to be considered for the Journal. Contact a member of Student Campus columns, send a fax to 407-823-6065 or e-mail to editor@ucf.edu. Deadlines are 5 p.m. Thursday for the Thursday edition and 5 p.m. Friday for the Friday edition.

AROUND CAMPUS
News and notices for all UCF community members.

GET TO KNOW SCIENCE
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Rejection was political, students say

RAJ

Before the reviews were completed, Borch said he was concerned about the FDA's possible political motivations. "Drug get denied for a variety of reasons," he said. "There's always the case for political reasons."

However, Carol Goodman, president of Uncommon Grounds, disagreed. "It's all about abortion politics," she said. "I think that's really the bottom line.

Abortion is in this sexual identity crisis," Goodman said. "It really feels that way.

"I just hope that one day it actually gets approved," Stoler said. "Theoretically, in a beautiful, wonderful world, it would be the night right now we're fighting to keep the buffer gates that we actually have.

Stoler recommended getting a prescription for Plan B in advance. SHS will not give out prescriptions beforehand, but Planned Parenthood will.

Plan B is not the only form of emergency contraception.

Twenty-one birth-control pills have been approved for emergency contraceptive use, according to a flyer given out by FEMLA. These pills must be dosed properly. For a list of dosing schedules by pill, visit http://www.fsh.org and select "default.asp.

Plan B is currently the only pill dosed specifically for emergency contraception in the U.S.

If you need more information on Plan B, or need to talk to a doctor to get a prescription, call 1-888-NOT2LATE. You can also visit http://www.fsh.org and select "default.asp."

"Yeah, I want you to notice."

Bling your ring with the HOTTEST gear for your phone.

Order Online, Right From Your Phone! Take in the five-digit code and text it to 72727. A link to your purchase will be sent to your phone. (Supported carriers: Cingular, AT&T, Sprint, Boost, and Virgin Mobile Check 'em out at www.cudlcrux.com)

Order Online, Right From Your Phone! Take in the five-digit code and text it to 72727. A link to your purchase will be sent to your phone. (Supported carriers: Cingular, AT&T, Sprint, Boost, and Virgin Mobile)

Games & Apps for as low as $3.99 at text code to 368

Order Online, Right From Your Phone! Take in the five-digit code and text it to 72727. A link to your purchase will be sent to your phone. (Supported carriers: Cingular, AT&T, Sprint, Boost, and Virgin Mobile)
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Mississippi universities adapt

Jackson, Miss. — Jackson State University has found a way to give some of its faculty and students invaluable experience by helping Laurel, Miss. in its fight from Hurricane Katrina. Jackson State is one of four Mississippi universities that has adopted south Mississippi cities damaged by the Aug. 29 storm. The schools will help the cities with planning, development, construction and infrastructure.

Jackson State, the University of Southern Mississippi, the University of Mississippi and Mississippi State University each selected a Katrina-battered city or county.

The areas will receive free assistance in rebuilding from several university departments at their adopting schools.

Lauren, Miss. Mayor Melvin Mack had his first meeting with Jackson State President Ronald Mason Jr. and city planning expert Harvey Johnson Jr. three weeks ago.

NYU issues stem ultimatum to its striking graduate students

New York — Stealing New York University graduate students must return to work by next week or lose $2000 a year in university President John Sexton announced.

Students returning to class would have to accept the school's pay offer originally proposed by the university in August and agree to stay on the job through the end of the school year, Sexton and Mood in a letter to graduate students.

"The time has come for the University to address its academic needs of its undergraduates and its academic needs of its under­graduates be met," the letter said, which came nearly three

academic needs of its under­graduates be

weeks after the strike began.

"But

academic needs of its under­graduates be

The picketing students have refused to sign the letter to negotiate with their university, which said the university's offer would instead be continued through individual contracts with each madamed.

The chairman of the graduate student organization, group, Michael Patel, said he would not return to work without a contract.

"Many of our members were outraged by the school's graduate student in American studies told The New York Times. He said the demonstration for the students can't complete the semester without their
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ICE advice could save time, lives in event of emergency

Midnight Breakfast will start off muncies

**PASS OFF**

A sunny Monday Breakfast will be available, "I make sure that there are foods students will enjoy and can leave feeling satisfied," Cheeks said. "Better yet, we now offer a huge selection of delicious HOT items."

Example: our Big BIG baked potato, covered in all kinds of yummy stuff; the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably. And there's a variety of flat breads with toppings that are great as a snack or a complete meal. Then, we've got new garden fresh gourmet salads, shakes, and frozen treats that will knock your socks right off your feet. If you happen to be wearing socks.

**FREE SMOOTHEE**

Purchase any menu item over $4.99 and receive a smoothie of your choice, including our new selection of HOT items.

**S2 OFF**

S2 off any single item priced over $4.99, which includes our new selection of HOT items.

---

**JASON MRAZ**

O.A.R.

Big & Small

Tristan Prettyman

More TBA

For free UCF students with valid I.D.

Student seats $20 in advance through TicketMaster

$25 at the door

To www.UCFARENA.COM for more information

---

**Crispers Presents Free Food 101 - The UCF Guide**

You came to Orlando to learn new things, people, and new places. UCF is a place for education and culture. But it's also a place to discover what good eating is all about.

---

**FREE FOR UCF STUDENTS WITH VALID I.D.**

**STUDENT COSTS $20 IN-ADVANCE THROUGH TICKETMASTER**

$25 AT THE DOOR

To www.UCFARENA.COM FOR MORE INFORMATION

---

**Crispers**

**2 UP & UNDER**

131 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.

**WINTER PARK**

(407) 837-4199

MON-SAT 10:30 AM - 9 PM

SUN 11 AM - 9 PM

WATERFORD LAKES

537 N. ALAPAYA TRAIL

(407) 482-4727

MON-THU 10:30 AM - 9 PM
FRIDAY 10:30 AM - 10 PM
SAT 10:30 AM - 8 PM
SUNDAY 10:30 AM - 8 PM

---

**Hungry Students Rule**

UCF students are hungry, and we cater to their dietary needs. From your favorite sandwiches, delicious soups, and the best Reuben you've ever tasted, probably, there's something for everyone.

---

**December 1st at the UCF Arena Doors Open at 5 pm**

**FREEbie**

UCF students receive one freebie with valid student I.D.

---

Contact the UCF Office in the Student Services Building Room 226 or Crispers at www.ucflateknights.com.
East Orlando cyclists face bumpy roads

Financing Graduate School

The University of Central Florida offers over $2.5 million annually in prestigious merit-based fellowship awards to outstanding graduate students who have distinguished themselves in academic studies.

To be considered for the following awards for the fall 2006 semester, students should submit a completed application for admission with all supporting documentation by January 15, 2006.

- Trustees Doctoral Fellowship
- Graduate Student Fellowship
- Provost's Graduate Fellowship (includes Master's and Doctoral)

www.ucf卒.edu/financialaid

BEAT THE TRADECOLLEGETEXTBOOKS.com

Bankruptcy

Why Pay for Pre-Paid Legal When You Can See an Attorney on Campus for Free?

STUDENT LEGAL SERVICES

Free Legal Services

Currently, enrolled students are entitled to consult with program attorneys about legal matters and receive advice. In addition, legal representation, up to and including all stages of trial, may be provided in certain types of cases, such as the following:

- Landlord-tenant problems affecting students' living arrangements in the community.
- Consumer problems confronting individual students.
- Traffic cases.
- Criminal law.
- Uncontested dissolution of marriage.
- Bankruptcy.

Students in need of legal service should contact a student lobbyist in person or by telephone (407-823-2010) on the Student Services Desk in Room 155. Student legal consultations are by appointment only. Legal advice will be given over the phone.

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

Call 407-823-2539 to set up an appointment or visit the Student Legal Services Desk in Room 155.

Montly-Friday 9-5pm

Bankruptcy

The five layers of bicycling safety

Layer 1: Bike control (Don't fall or collide with others)

The bicycle is in control at all times. The rider must control the bike and not allow forces acting upon it to cause a fall. The rider must be able to stop at a moment's notice. This is the basis for all other layers.

Layer 2: Follow the rules (Don't cause traffic accidents)

1. Follow traffic laws, obey signs and signals, use headlights and taillights, and obey the same lanes for turns and through movements and you won't cause a collision. This reduces about half of all cyclist/motorist crashes.

2. Lay 1 and 2 and you cut about 75 percent of your injury risk.

Layer 3: Lane positioning (Disorganizing other driver's mistakes)

Know when to use the full lane to stay in a lane. Use your lane position to tell drivers what you are doing and discourage them from make movements. Combine Lay 1 and 2 and you cut about 80 percent of all potential crashes.

Layer 4: Hazard avoidance (Avoid other driver's mistakes)

This is easier to accomplish if you control your accidents in the first three layers. Knowing how to stop and turn quickly helps you avoid motorist mistakes that aren't disorganized by lane positioning.

Layer 5: Passive safety (Protection when all else fails)

Helmet and protective gear protect your most vulnerable body parts at a last resort in the very rare occurrence that Lay 1 through 4 fail.

The five layers of bicycling safety

Layer 1: Bike control (Don't fall or collide with others)

If you can control your bike by starting, stopping and turning smoothly you will not fall down all by yourself. Do this, and you cut out about half of your injury risk.

Layer 2: Follow the rules (Don't cause traffic accidents)

If you follow the traffic laws and obey all traffic laws and use the correct lane you will cut your chances of collision in half. This reduces about half of all cyclist/motorist crashes.

Layer 3: Lane positioning (Disorganizing other driver's mistakes)

Know when to use the full lane to stay in a lane. Use your lane position to tell drivers what you are doing and discourage them from make movements. Combine Lay 1 and 2 and you cut about 75 percent of your injury risk.

Layer 4: Hazard avoidance (Avoid other driver's mistakes)

This is easier to accomplish if you control your accidents in the first three layers. Knowing how to stop and turn quickly helps you avoid motorist mistakes that aren't disorganized by lane positioning.

Layer 5: Passive safety (Protection when all else fails)

Helmet and protective gear protect your most vulnerable body parts at a last resort in the very rare occurrence that Lay 1 through 4 fail.
Raising awareness not always a drag

PATRICK MCCOY
Corresponding Writer

Certainly the drag scene in an attempt to raise awareness and provide entertainment were two of the goals this year's Diva Invasion held at the UCF Arena on Nov. 23.

The event, sponsored by Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union, featured acts of the Orlando area's top drag talent. It was the 10th event of its kind to take place on campus, certainly a growth along the way.

"The event originated about 10 years ago as the first community night with a drag queen," executive producer Cesar Hawas said. "It originally drew in a crowd of only 25 people and was very low key. Drag invasion is how we knew it today in the evolution of shows that was just an idea that I had while watching a drag show in Key West."

According to Hawas, a liberal studies major, the event's importance increases each year as well.

"This event has become the cornerstone of the GLBSU's annual schedule of events," he said. "The event serves as the group's primary fundraiser and even more so has become something that we look forward to producing each year as it reaches an increasing number of students with GLBT [gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered] as well as straight allies."

I think one of the most progressive things that we look forward to every year is the effort that it did not fully represent every aspect of gay culture -- people might focus on certain aspects of the show and forget that the gay community is extremely diverse."

Freshman Carissa Papp had never seen a dog show before and "I thought the overall event was awesome," she said. "I had so much fun. Our drag queen looked better naked than any woman I have ever seen. It was incredible and a huge surprise. It was a nice change to the normal activities on campus.""I loved it," she said, "I was shocked at the nearly nude performance and the late extremely sexualized performance. Nonetheless, it was beautiful to watch such artistic expression and celebration of identity."

One might expect an event of this kind to draw at least some criticism or opposition from religious or right-wing groups on campus. However, Hawas said otherwise.

"No, never, which is fantastic," he said. "We'll, at least no opposition that resulted in threatening the continuation of the event or anything like that. Advertising/pUBLIC relations manager Nick Clayton thought the performance served as an eye opener to many.

"I feel that this event was an excellent fundraiser for the GLBSU as well as a wonderful way to open more people's eyes to diverse groups," he said. "The hosts [David Thomas of the Parliament House] truly conveyed messages of love and inspiration. It was quite a change by the end that we are all equal."

Oak Tree Apartments
2 Bedroom / 1 Bathroom
Starting at $595 a month
Located on Alafaya Trail between Darwin Dr. & Mendel Dr.

Napier's Apartments
2 Bedroom / 2 Bathroom
Starting at $650 a month
Take Alafaya Trail to Solon Dr. Napier's Apartments are located on the right.

Walking Distance to UCF!
Call Us Today
321-235-0669
Swing in their step

UCF club Swing Knights revives the Roaring '20s each week with classes for people eager for a little swing time

MARYA GREGORY
Contribute Writer

It's another Friday night in Orlando. The usual nightlife options are weighed out, but once again, all seems overplayed.

Swing Knights, a collegiate swing dance club, strives to change that. Every Friday night, it holds a dance open to all students and the public. Anyone from amateurs to professionals can get in. The UCF Education Building's Multipurpose Room to shake a leg and learn some new steps.

Swing dancing has experienced periods of mainstream revival in years past, but there has always been a subculture dedicated to the art, willing to teach others.

The night begins with an hour-long instructional class starting at 8 p.m. Participants line up on opposite sides of the instructors and try to feel out the crowd and what style of swing dancing they may be interested in learning, Damon Burke, one of the DJs who helps set the mood at the Swing Knights, said.

Swing dancing evolved from the lindy hop, which came out of Harlem in the '30s and '40s, and combined elements of traditional African and European dances.

"We're trying to preserve the historical culture of the '20s, '30s and '40s," Swing Knights President Chris Telson said. "It's just a ton of fun, and people get hooked on it. It's 'cause it's a lot of fun."

Swing dance encourages partners to express themselves, create their own rhythms, and develop their own style and technique.

The Sodal, 407-246-1419
Information is available at the Swing Knights Facebook page, which is a gim-rec room to shake a leg and learn some new steps.
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Dancers hop over to learn vintage steps

Lance Logan, a Swing Knights instructor, mainly teaches Lindy hop, the main swing step, as well as the charleston, tango, and slapt.

"We'd like to provide a social atmosphere where you can learn a real vintage dance, as well as dance socially rather than in a strict classroom setting," Logan said.

Because Swing Knights is a school event, there is no alcohol involved. This makes for a fun alternative to the usual Friday night clubs of Orlando and clubs.

"Even though you're in college, you don't have to go out and party every night," Logan said. "Dancing, a student and peer mentor site, "is a great alternative to that."

Students who attended the dance that night couldn't agree more.

"It's a nice atmosphere with good music," Logan said. "There's a lot of people who usually come to the event, and everyone had a good time, learned some new stuff, enjoyed the music, and enjoyed being around people. That's why I do it!"

In addition to the dances, Logan had a great first impression.

"I've always been such a fun person, it's not even a surprise," Logan said. "They'd be the first night with Swing Knights. I learned how to swing dance so good, and I worked for what I got!"

Swing Knights meets weekly at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the multipurpose Room in the UCF Education Building. Public dances are held Friday at 9 p.m. in the same location.

On Dec. 5, Swing Knights will host its annual Winter Formal with its own DJ and his band, Semi-Formal dress is required. Admission is $5 with a college ID and $10 for non-college attendees.

For more information, visit www.swingknights.org.

Nine Lives

William Goss

The somber indie flick Nine Lives consists of nine vignettes, each providing a slice-of-life view into the world of a different woman.

Instead of the material being clichéd enough to shock blunter Lifetime-level manipulations, director Rodrigo Garcia's semi-autobiographical story content with the polar opposite, instead ensuring that every portion is devoid yet emotional enough to make you question your own fulfillment to the viewers.

The main point that Garcia declares is "a woman can't help herself."

How can nine do the trick. After all, minority loves company.

The intertwining tales include Sandra (Elpidia Carrillo), a pregnant woman running into an old flame, a young student; Holly (Lila Garr Hamilton), an unstable woman preparing for her stepfather's arrival; Lorna (Amy Brenneman), a young girl drugging her more well-behaved sister; Samantha (Amanda Seyfried), a teenage girl bouncing back and forth between her parents' homes; Holly (Kathy Baker), a wide preparer for her wedding; Maggi (Gia Croft), a mother and her young daughter; Catherine Fletcher (Sally Hawkins), a woman whose marriage is on the brink.

The main point is that Garcia simply makes for a compelling dynamic that this women's voice is ever so keen. However, the film sticks to its brand of sour power, managing to create in pregnancies, terminal illness, abuse, adultery, regret and loss with its brand of sehenswurdigkeit.

It becomes increasingly tiring, as the notion sets in that the performances are all equally failing to inject any depth or raw emotion into their roles.

The short-story structure also hurts the impact, redefining the segments of any narrative arc to be rather flat and lifeless.

This, too hollow to relate.

As it turns out, the segments — each an interrupted perspective, a part of a larger whole — have varying degrees of connection. Holly appeals as Camilla's nurse. Ruth is Sandra's nurse, who happens to be one of Sonia's friends, and so on and so forth.

However, the links are so casual that they seem to be tossed as to provide some slight semblance of cohesion to make the episodes, save for the last: a cometary advice to Maggi and her daughter, as the major theme that any relation is in regards to everything else whatsoever.

The pieces of Nine Lives come across as rather flat theatrical scenarios, more fitting for a backyard than a big screen.

Each scene seems to reinforce the idea that Garcia simply told the cast to continually progress as an idea, like the reunion of high-school sweethearts, for a set time period, and the result is a series of filmed acting exercises attempting to pass as supposedly professional director's cuts.
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Green Day nails bull's-eye with CD/DVD

BULLET in a Bible combines sight and sound in latest must-buy release from group

BRADON BIELICH

After more than 15 years in the music industry and millions of albums sold worldwide, Green Day has practiced it all. Except, perhaps for releasing a two-hour, high-definition concert DVD to cater to the booming digital video market.

That is until now.

The Berkeley, Calif., native released the long-awaited two-disc, front-to-back concert DVD to Beehive, the band's first post-Tuesday.

Filled within two days in front of more than 30,000 people at the National Bowl in Milton Keynes, England, the DVD's title piece is a detailed history of the band discovered while visiting the Imperial War Museum in London. Among various artifacts on display is a Bible with a bullet pierced through it.

With over two hours of footage, including performances, backstage interviews with the band and background clips, Bullet in a Bible is definitely more documentary than just a concert. Within minutes, fans who haven't yet seen the band live will want to see it as many times as possible.

Shot with a state-of-the-art camera, Bullet in a Bible includes performance footage, including performances, backstage interviews with the band and background clips. Each live concert of the band's life will be recorded and put into the band's DVD and the DVD will be released in a limited edition.

As seen in the included interviews, even after playing hundreds of venues, Green Day is still nervous and worried about their music. Armstrong notes how many bands also feel similar emotions during their shows. But with a crowd so large, Armstrong claims that a band must create a spectacle.

Green Day does just that: whether through the startling pyrotechnics or concluding firework display, Armstrong, bassist Mike Dirnt and drummer Tre Cool keep firm grasp and control of their fans throughout the two-hour event.

Additional interviews and backstage footage reveal the true feelings of the band on topics such as life on the road, playing good (and bad) shows and their love for their fans. There is even rare footage of "practice sessions," where Green Day warms up and consequently also goes around. It is a careful look into the lives of the band that is sure to surprise many fans.

Bullet in a Bible features songs from the chart-topping album, American Idiot, plus old favorites like "Basket Case," "Longview," and "Good Riddance (Time of Your Life)," making it a great collection for fans, older fans, or even Green Day concertgoers.

Bullet in a Bible delivers the full-scale production of a typical Green Day show in two easy-to- carry compact discs.

Pick it up now.

Dana Delapi can be reached at newsroom@ucfnas.com

---

Money good for makeovers and pedicures, but never love

power to cuckold men and交给 them around their asymmetry of life. It is found, you have to be a very manipulative kind of person to accomplish this, but it is pretty easy for some.

So, it comes down to the age-old question: love or money?

I guess it really depends on what kind of money you have. Would you rather be financially stable, working for a real job, or would you rather be a million-dollar-a-year celebrity, living paycheck-to-paycheck?

I know that you don't necessarily want to work 10-hour days to make a hefty buck, but not everyone is that lucky. Ultimately, let's bring in the Benjamin, money and lifestyle for us all to be jealous of.

C-USA set to compete for UCF-Crown
Far from perfection
UCF basketball stays winless but progress has been slow
UCF vs. Florida
C-USA championship
UCF basketball faces stern competition
Women's basketball ends difficult road trip
UCF football team
UCF basketball team will be in Florida for the second straight year, having started out the season with a loss to Tulsa. The Knights have had a difficult season thus far, but they are looking to improve in the coming weeks. They will be facing Florida on Saturday, and this game will be a crucial one for their future. The Knights are looking to get their first win of the season and gain some confidence. The game will be held at the Florida Citrus Bowl, and it is expected to be a tough one for both teams. The Knights will need to improve their defense and focus on their fundamentals to come out on top. The game is scheduled to start at 2 p.m. on Sunday, and fans are encouraged to come out and support the team. The game will be broadcast on Sun Sports.

UCF football team
The UCF football team will be in Florida on Saturday to face Florida in Gainesville. The Knights have had a tough season so far, but they are looking to turn things around. They will need to focus on their fundamentals and work hard to improve. The game is scheduled to start at Noon, and it will be televised live on Sun Sports.
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The UCF basketball team will be in Florida on Saturday to face Florida in Gainesville. The Knights have had a tough season so far, but they are looking to turn things around. They will need to focus on their fundamentals and work hard to improve. The game is scheduled to start at Noon, and it will be televised live on Sun Sports.

UCF women's basketball team
The UCF women's basketball team will be in California on Saturday to face California with three tough losses in three games.

UCF at the Golden Hurricane
UCF faces Tulsa for the second time in the season. The Knights have had a difficult season thus far, but they are looking to improve in the coming weeks. They will be facing Tulsa on Saturday, and this game will be a crucial one for their future. The Knights are looking to get their first win of the season and gain some confidence. The game will be held at the Florida Citrus Bowl, and it is expected to be a tough one for both teams. The Knights will need to improve their defense and focus on their fundamentals to come out on top. The game is scheduled to start at 2 p.m. on Sunday, and fans are encouraged to come out and support the team. The game will be broadcast on Sun Sports.
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Season has a surreal ride

Facing 1

passing the 30,520 set against Virginia Tech

"We're very pleased with the turnout for the third game in a row," Nance said. "We think the stuff that has been done has been a great job in a short amount of time."

Going into a huge boost ticket sales, the Blue Jays have over $2 million to sell tickets to the game. When UTRC's new stadium hosting the title game in Orlando, the tickets were sold out.

"The Bulls have a chance to make sure everybody is focused on the season in base salary, and it will be a 10-year football contract."

We've gotten to where a bit more incentive includes a $400,000 competitive in the Big East Conference.

"Bowl win," UCF Coach Frank Solich said. "He made a difference one way or the other."

"How many times in this game, the Wildcats cut the deficit to five points, but Napoleon Traviss Adam Gill awakened for his best performance ever in a UF game."

With about nine minutes remaining in the game, the Wildcats cut the deficit to five points, but Napoleon Traviss Adam Gill awakened for his best performance ever in a UF game."

Coach Frank Solich made an unusual statement that the staff here has an attitude for something leading up to this game. "We're more focused for this game than we've been all year," Solich said."

All but one area remain uncharted for their shot at a title. The team's worst during Hatfield's tenure was a 35-10 loss on Oct. 22 to Nebraska following a DUI conviction."

Coach Frank Solich made an unusual statement that the staff here has an attitude for something leading up to this game. "We're more focused for this game than we've been all year," Solich said."

If you're aatorio coach of the team, you've got to start somewhere."

While the Broncos earned the top spot in the Final Four, the Knights are now 47-27-0 after a season that saw them finish 11-12-0 in the conference."

Filling the Citrus Bowl is important to team and school. They've got to start somewhere."

Women's team face Florida State on Saturday

Preseason competition level about to take a jump

Facing 1

As Hatfield's tenure faces the wrong jump, there is a sense of how the team has been beating.
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Women's team face Florida State on Saturday
After a season that was an undeniable success for the UCF football team, the Knights will try to take that success story one step further on Saturday when they face Tulsa in the inaugural C-USA Championship game.

O'Leary named C-USA top coach

Paul O'Leary named C-USA Coach of the Year.

UCF must run, stop Tulsa tight end

The Tulsa defense has been the heart and soul of the team, allowing only 201.5 yards per game.
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UCF running back Kevin Smith, left, was named the C-USA Freshman of the Year on Wednesday. Junior running back Jason Peters, right, has scored with Smith throughout the season.
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Fans are crucial to a title game win

The team that exceeded his expectations and packed more people into the stands is what matters most to this man. He's the one who is going to be there when it's over. A good start to the day's game is Black out with sound of silence. The UCF Knights toppled the Tigers 36-10 as the Florida Citrus Bowl in Memphis on New Year's Eve, January 1, 2020.

UCF fans can't wait to attend the championship game. Every UCF alumnus, fan, and student is going to be there. The Knights will be able to create a true atmosphere at this university. People need to know that it is up to this paper to at least inform the students.

UCF athletic director Danny White says that UCF athletics has never attended a SEC Bowl game before. Then there's little room on the bottom, and the more people hoping to sit simply means the most successful the Knights will have. For being a part of a conference, it is supporting the university's athletics programs. It's the most important radio genre. What they do is important for training the occasional on-air personality or just a ticket immediately to get access to the good seats that are still available. For the first time in years of the football team, it is putting the upper bowl again. That's a good start to the day's game.

Listening to the sounds of silence

It is almost impossible to keep the students from attending a title game. The UCF Knights toppled the Virginia Cavaliers 36-10 as the Florida Citrus Bowl in Memphis on New Year's Eve, January 1, 2020.

UCF fans can't wait to attend the championship game. Every UCF alumnus, fan, and student is going to be there. The Knights will be able to create a true atmosphere at this university. People need to know that it is up to this paper to at least inform the students.
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convince them all one last dred thousand years later,
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there was no 'Earth and the known as Europe formed

not nearly enough. If there are faces.

power of college football. question this early in the ere-

it sounds harsh, but that's the Domes were out of the

tickets were sold as of Tues-

December

A long time ago in a galaxy far away, NCAA football was made for one reason

My buddy Jono has accused me of not being excited enough about Saturday's Conference USA Champion-

ship game.

He sends me instant messages of times a day to let me know how excited he is and how disappointed he is that I don't share his enthusiasm, I tell him that's understandable.

The problem with all of the UCF football success is that I don't know how to feel anymore. One week I'm excite-

ed, I'd have to be a match at a pear forest not to be excited about this game. It's the con-

ference-finaling-champi-

onship for crying out loud.

This is what we put on this planet for Some divine power created us so that we could procede and

reach our children to become overly obsessed with colle-

ge football issues.

Our purpose in life is to pick two colors and tell people how much we bleed those col-

ors and then cheer for a bunch of players united under the flag of a fictitious animal, or

medieval knight for the matter. some giant reptiles making
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The problem with all of the gods of figure skating because

The gods finally ironed out even .made a few people stop
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S JOSIE BURNS

The layout was awarded to Galileo after he there for 73 touchdowns in one season.

but then a massive plague swept through the lands, again putting the sport on hiatus. The
gods finally ironed out most of the hand issues, and, by the early 1900s, the sport was

becoming mainstream. Teams were popping up all over the USA, and an organized struc-

ture was finally created.

Over the years, conferences were formed and bowl games were designed to honor the
country's best players. Awards were given to the best players,

and a Top 25 ranking system was installed to make teams feel bad for not being good
even harder for the big dogs to

But recently the college football gods had to face their mortal enemy: the college football devil. He decided that this sport wasn't-complicated enough, so he instituted the

Bowl Championship System. Millions of fans felt anguish pied with attending the ACC

Semi-

Division

and an organized struc-

ture was finally created.

Some people may say that
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ATTENTION UCF STUDENTS: Looking for something extra? We have the best part time job in Orlando and you can earn full time pay $8 - $20 /hr.

We offer:
- AM shift - professional B2B calling
- PM shift - in-person residential calling
- Flexible schedules - Paid training
- Sign on Bonus $100
- Incentive bonuses for extra hours
- Fun and friendly environment

Staff dedicated to your success.

Give us a call today and get started now:
Orlando 407-243-9400 - Winter Park 407-673-9700

HEATHER GLEN CROSSROADS
Double EE
1. Richard
2. Wendy
3. Jim
4. Tom
5. Sarah
6. Anna
7. Lisa
8. David
9. Brian
10. Jennifer
11. John
12. Paul
13. Mary
14. Jeff
15. Karen
16. Jim
17. John
18. Jennifer
19. David
20. Paul
21. Mary
22. Jeff
23. Karen
24. Jim
25. John
26. David
27. Paul
28. Mary
29. Jeff
30. Karen
31. Jim
32. John
33. David
34. Paul
35. Mary
36. Jeff
37. Karen
38. Jim
39. John
40. David
41. Paul
42. Mary
43. Jeff
44. Karen
45. Jim
46. John
47. David
48. Paul
49. Mary
50. Jeff
51. Karen
52. Jim
53. John
54. David
55. Paul
56. Mary
57. Jeff
58. Karen
59. Jim
60. John
61. David
62. Paul
63. Mary
64. Jeff
65. Karen
66. Jim
67. John
68. David
69. Paul
70. Mary
71. Jeff
72. Karen
73. Jim
74. John
75. David
76. Paul
77. Mary
78. Jeff
79. Karen
80. Jim
81. John
82. David
83. Paul
84. Mary
85. Jeff
86. Karen
87. Jim
88. John
89. David
90. Paul
91. Mary
92. Jeff
93. Karen
94. Jim
95. John
96. David
97. Paul
98. Mary
99. Jeff
100. Karen

Do you need a loan?

"Smart Money" by Kristin Kostick
DOARS, Direct lender lowers its requirements for homeowners who need money now

Available: $500 - $2,500

250 For Rent: Roommates

Room Avail in 4/2 House

$465/month, includes all utilities. 8’x10’ bedroom, large closet, private bath, washer/dryer, Internet, close to UCF and shopping, includes all utilities

Room Avail in 4/2 Townhouse

$510/month, includes all utilities. 2 master bedrooms, 90 min from UCF, includes all utilities
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NISSAN

A TO Z YEAR-END EVENT

2006 NISSAN ALTIMA 2.5 SPECIAL EDITION
Leather Strap Steering Wheel w/ Audio Control, 8-Way Power Seat, Keyless Entry and Alarm

Starting As Low As

$199/Mo.

2006 NISSAN SENTRA 1.8S
A/C, AUTO, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Power Windows, CD PLAYER

Starting As Low As

$12,992

2005 NISSAN XTERRA
A/C, AM/FM, CD Player, Power Steering, Power Locks

$4,500 OFF MSRP

MAZDA

“BUMPER TO BUMPER” LIMITED WARRANTY
48 MONTHS OR 50,000 MILES

NEW 2006 MAZDA 31 4-DR.
Air Conditioning, 4 Wheel Disc Brakes, AM/FM/CD Player, Tilt Steering Wheel

$12,995

NEW 2006 MAZDA TRIBUTE

$15,995

NEW 2006 MAZDA MX-5 MIATA

$21,995

TEST DRIVE A MAZDA TODAY.

Go Knights! Congratulations UCF Football Team! Go Knights!